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Abstract-The  paper  describes  and  compares several systems in neutral 
Li and K for constructing  lasers  in  the X W  spectral region. "he sys- 
terns are based on  population storage in metastable  quartet levels, with 
subsequent  laser  transfer to doublet levels  which  are  themselves stable 
against  autoionization. 

MIDLY decreasing spontaneous emission times at shorter 
wavelengths make it likely that lasers in the spectral re- 

gion below 1000 A will operate by first storing population  in  a 
metastable level El], [2]. An intense,  short pulse tunable laser 
would then  be used to  rapidly transfer this  population t o  the 
upper level of the lasing transition. 

In a recent paper [?I, it was proposed that  the  quartet levels 
of alkali atoms be used for storage, with subsequent transfer to 
a level in  the doublet series. The  doublet level will typically 
be chosen so that, to  first order, it is coulombically stable 
against autoionization. Easing would occur t o  a lower level in 
the  doublet series. Energy level diagrams for  the proposed 
technique as it applies to systems in lithium and potassium are 
shown in Fig. 1. 

In both cases, the storage levels are pure quartets and lie at 
or near the  bottom of the  quartet manifold. The levels  are 
populated by direct electron  excitation (optical fluorescence 
within the  quartet manifold of Li has been observed for  many 
years 141 ), and it is expected  that  they may also be populated 
by recombination and by charge transfer. Natural lifetimes of 
the Li I s 2 s 2 p 4 P $ ,  and K 3 p 5 4 s 4 p 4 D , l ,  levels of 5.8 and 
90 ps,  respectively, have been measured by Feldman and No- 
vick [ 5 ] .  

Radiative emission at  207 A, originating from  the even parity 
(upper laser) level in  neutral Li has been seen in a beam foil 
experiment [ 6 ] ,  and more recently in a microwave excited 
plasma [ 71 . 

A key reason for studying the  quartet to doublet transfer 
systems of this paper, as opposed to  triplet to  singlet systems 
in the  ion [ I ] ,  [2] (for example, Li'ls2s3S-+Li'ls2p1P+ 
Li'l s >, is that  the systems of  this paper provide a lower laser 
level which is not  the ground level of the species. This level 
may be emptied  by the same laser used for  the  quartet to  
doublet transfer, or perhaps by a second laser tuned to  a as- 
Crete level near to  the lowest continuum. 

The technique described here is based on at least a partial 
breakdown of LS coupling, thereby allowing transfer on  the 
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Fig. 1. Energy  level  diagrams €or quartet  to  doublet transfer in Ei and 
K. An incident  laser is used to transfer  population  from  a  quartet 
storage level to a  doublet  (upper)  laser level. The  same  laser, or a 
second  laser, is used to deplete  the lower  laser level. 

intercombination line connecting the  quartet to  the  doublet 
series. For low levels of light atoms such as Li, the breakdown 
of LS coupling is small and laser power densities of  about 
10" W/cm2 are required for  complete transfer in a time short 
compared to the  spontaneous emission time. There are two 
ways to increase the breakdown of LS coupling and to  thereby 
reduce the necessary laser power density for transfer. The first 
is to  work in a heavier atom,  such as K, which has a larger cou- 
lombic gradient and  therefore  a larger spin-orbit matrix  element. 
The second is to  use a storage level which is somewhat higher 
in  the  quartet manifold and to thereby make use of smaller 
energy denominators between appropriate levels in  the quartet 
and doublet series. 

Either of these approaches has several additional effects. 
Of most importance,  the breakdown of LS coupling allows an 
admixing of terms  within  the  doublet series. This, in  turn, 
may allow autoionization of the  upper laser  level, thereby re- 
ducing the gain  cross section,  and requiring that  the population 
transfer take place in  a  shorter  time. Also, to  the  extent  that 
long storage times are desired, one may only use those  quartet 
levels which have the maximum value of J for  a particular con- 
figuration. Irrespective of the breakdown of kS coupling, these 
levels are pure quartets  and should not autoionize coulombi- 

In  the following sections of  the paper we will  give the results 
of calculations and estimates for several quartet-doublet trans- 
fer systems in K and Li, and will compare the results with those 
obtained earlier in Li. Additional systems in Na and Rb will 
be briefly discussed. 

cally. 
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TABLE I 
LS COUPLED BASIS STATES AND ABBREVIATIONS FOR THE 3p53d4s 

TABLE 111 
STATE COMPOSITIONS AND THEIR POSITIONS FOR THE CONFIGURATION 

3p53d4s WITH J = 512 

ESTIMATED  ELECTROSTATIC AXD SPIN-ORBIT PARAMETERS FOR THE 
3p53d4s CONFIGURATIONS OF POTASSIUM 

J 

F2(pd) = 32116 cm-' 

G1(pd) = 37129 

G3(pd) = 21598 

G1(ps) = 2687 

G2(sd) = 12577 

(Pp = 1391 

md = 14 

POTASSIUM 
A. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian; Eigenfunctions 

Much of the work  in this section is based on the spectroscopic 
results and calculations of Mansfield and  Ottley [8] and Mans- 
field [ 9 ] .  The  key  step in the calculation is to find the J = 5/2 
eigenfunctions of the 3p5  3d4s  configuration as components 
of  an LS coupled basis set.  Matrix  elements of the (true) 
eigenfunctions are then  obtained as sums of the  products of 
mixing coefficients and  matrix  elements  within  the basis set. 
The  basis states, along  with the abbreviations we will use, are 
listed in Table I. 

The  eigenfunctions are found  by diagonalizing the  Hamilto- 
nian  matrix in this basis. Following Mansfield [9] , the electro- 
static  matrix  elements are found  from Slater [ l o ] .  We used 
the formulas given for the p d configuration  and used Van 
Vleck's theorem for the addition of the s electron. The Slater- 
Condon  parameters  were calculated by Mansfield in  a single 
configuration  Hartree-Fock calculation [9 J , and were subse- 
quently  modified by Mansfield and  Ottley [8] .  These param- 
eters are shown  in  Table 11. The spin-orbit matrix  elements 
can  be calculated directly from Roth [ 1 1 1  in  terms of the 
radial parameters pp and pd. pp and pd were calculated in [ 91 
and  modified in [8], and  they are also given in  Table 11. The 
parameter (pd is much  smaller  than p p  and we  have neglected 
its  contribution. 

The results of the diagonalization of this matrix are given in 
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Table 111, where the eigenstates are named by  their principal 
components  and the eigenenergies are relative to  that of  the 
( ' D ) ~  D eigenstate. 

B. Intercombination Line Oscillator Strength 

sition, is  given by 
Expanding  in the LS basis, {]@f)}, the line strength of a  tran- 

S f f =  I ( + j  I IZI~+~)I~ 
= I  ( + i I @ j ) ( @ j I I ~ l l @ k ) ( ~ k  l $ f ) I 2  

ik 
- =I c i j * k $ k * C k f l 2 .  (1) 

ik 

The storage level 3p54s4p4D,12  has the maximum  angular 
momentum  for this configuration  and is a  pure LS level. The 
incident (transfer) laser at h = 1.03 p (see  Fig. 1 )  couples  this 
storage level to  the J = 5 / 2  levels of the 3ps   3d4s  configuration, 
with weighting factors Cij determined  from  Section A. For  the 
intercombination transition 3p54p4s4D,,, -+ 3p53d( 'D)4s  
2D92,  we must calculate the for 3p54p4s4D712 -+ 

3p  3d4s4L;l2 where L =P, D, or F. Following the proce- 
dure of Shore  and Menzel [12] ,  

M=Rline 'Rrnult ' 4  (2) 
where Rline and Rrnult ar+e tabulated  and 4 is the one  electron 
matrix  element 4 = (4plIr113d). 4 was found  from  tabulated 
line strengths [13] of argon ( 3 p 5 4 p  + 3 p 5 3 d )  and  potassium 
(3p63d+3p64p).  The  calculated values ofthe Mjk (inatomic 
units) are given in Table lV. Summing over the  components as 
per ( l ) ,  we obtain S =  1.95 X 4' =0.16, which corre- 
sponds to an oscillator strength  for  the  intercombination  tran- 
~ i t i o n 3 p ~ 4 p 4 s ~ D , ~ ,   + 3 p 5 3 d ( ' D ) 4 s 2 D $ 2  off=6.OX 

C Laser Transition 
1) Oscillator Strength:  The oscillator strength of the laser 

transition 3p53d('D)4s2D:,,  +3p63d2D,12 is found  in 
much the same  way. The  required Mik are  given in Table V. 
For this configuration, the  multiplet factors are not given in 
Shore  and Menzel and were calculated separately. 9 was ob- 
tained  from  tabulated line strengths [13] of  Ar or C1. Again, 
from (1) and  Table  V, we obtain S = 1.95 J2 = 0.63, which 
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TABLE IV 
LINE  STRENGTH  COMPONENTS FOR THE QUARTET  TRANSFER 

3p54p4s 4D7,1 + 3p53d4s 4LZp 

Component I %NE I %ULT 1 9(4pJ3d) I Mjk 
\ I I 

I I 

1, 4 
D7/2  F5/2 

o .090 0.97 9.1 1.18 

I I 1 I 

TABLE V 
LINE  STRENGTH  COMPONENTS FOR THE LASER  TRAKSITION 

3p53d(SL)4s 'L'$z --+ 3p63d 'Dsp 

Component Mjk - 3(4s93~) %uLT %INE 

(lD) 2D5/2 -> 'D5j2 - o .567 0.570 - 0.913 1.06 

2D5/2 + 2D5/2 - 0.955 0.570 - 1.58 1.06 

(lF) 2F5/2 + 'D 5/2 

0 .e55 0.570 1.87 0.239 (jF) 2F5/2 j2D5I2 

0.147 0.570 1.08 0.239 

corresponds to  an oscillator strength of the laser transition 
3p53d( 'D)4sZD~12 -+ 3p63d2D5/,  off = 0.049. 

2)  Linewidth:  The autoionizing width  of the upper laser 
level 3p53d( 'D)4s2D$, is not known and must be esti- 
mated.  In  pure LS coupling, coulombic  autoionization is not 
allowed. This is because, due to parity,  the  only  continua 
available to the 3p53d4s  configuration are 'P and ' F .  How- 
ever,  as per Table 111, the spin-orbit interaction mixes the '0 
state  with F states which do autoionize. If the ' F  states have 
an autoionizing rate of A=, then  the  upper laser level would 
autoionize at  a rate of about (5 X 10e3)A,. Since we do  not 
know AF,  we will take it equal to the measured linewidth 
[14], [15] of the  broad  doublet  states 3 p 5 4 s 2 2 P ~ ~ 2 , 3 ~ 2 .  
This -60 cm-' width implies AF 2 1.2 X 1013 s-' , corre- 
sponding to an  autoionizing  time  and  width of the  upper laser 
level of 17 ps and 0.31 cm-' , respectively. This is somewhat 
less than  the Doppler width, at 400"C, of 0.45 cm-' . 
D. Laser  Gain 

The calculated oscillator strength off  = 0.049,  a Voigt pro- 
file with  a Doppler component  of 0.45 cm-', and  a  Lorent- 
zian component of 0.31 cm-' yield a cross section for stimu- 
lated emission on  the  3p53d('D)4s2D$,  +3p63d2D5~2 
transition  at  658.6 A of ugain = 5.3 X cm2. 

To calculate the  steady-state gain  we  assume that  the 
3p54p4s4D,l, storage level is undepleted by the  transfer 
laser. The  steady-state  population of the  upper laser level is 
then given by 

where uIc is the  absorption cross section of  the  intercombina- 
tion  line, fiw is the  photon energy of  the transfer laser, PIA  is 

the intensity of the transfer laser, TAI is the estimated autoion- 
izing time  of  the 3p53d('D)4s2D$, level, andNStorage is 
the population of the storage level. The line shape of the  inter- 
combination transition is  again a Voigt profile, but  with  a 
Doppler component of 0.03 cm-' . Based on  the calculated 
oscillator strength we have uIc = 1.0 X lo-'' cm', and,  with 
the previously estimated value  of TAI = 17 ps, we obtain 

P 
N * = (8.3 X ) 2 a Nstorage (4) 

where PIA is in units  of W/cm'. The steady-state laser  gain  is 
then 

9 P gain = N  ugain = (4.5 X lo-'') 2 (W/cm2) 

Nstorage(cm-3)cm-'. ( 5 )  

As a consequence of the  nondepletion assumption made, this 
formula only applies for  an applied laser power density, at 
1.03  pm, which is less than  the  saturation power density 

= ho/k?IcTAI = 6 X lo6 W/cm'. The results of  the 
calculation are summarized in Table VI, column 1. 

LITHIUM 
In a recent paper, Nussbaumer [16] has calculated oscillator 

strengths and branching ratios for  the  207 Li system proposed 
by Harris [3]. Based on these calculations, column I1 of Table 
VI gives revised numbers  for this system. The cross sections 
of the transitions are based on Voigt line shapes with  a  natural 
component  of 0.1 1 cm-' . The Doppler components are based 
on  an assumed temperature of 800°C. They are 4.3 and 
0.3 cm-' on  the  207 and  the  2949 8 transitions, respectively. 

Fig. 2 shows another system in Li, with  a laser transition at 
200.3 8. This system should have a larger intercombination 
line strength  and  should require less  laser  power density for 
transfer than does the  207 8 system. The transfer wavelength 
of  4671 is also somewhat more convenient. Here, energy is 
stored  in the  ls2s4p4P$, quartet level [17]. Although this 
level  is metastable against autoionization, it may radiate to the 
1 s ~ s ~ s ~ S ~ ~ ,  level with  an estimated lifetime of a few hundred 
nanoseconds. The upper laser level  is that which Bunge [18] 
denotes as [ 1 ~ 2 p ( ~ P ) 4 p  - ls2p('P)3p]'P3~,. For the 
lasing transition  at 200.3 8, Bunge calculates an oscillator 
strength  of 0.068 and  a branching ratio of 0.93. Fluorescence at 
t h i s  wavelength was recently reported  by Willison et al.  [7]. 

The reason for  the choice of  this system is the near coinci- 
dence (401 cm-')  of  the l s 2 ~ 4 p ~ P ~ ~ ,  level with  the upper 
laser  level. The dominant  perturbation sequence for  the calcu- 
lation  of  the  intercombination line strength is 1 s2s4p4P$, -+ 

approximation we  assume that the radial portion of the spin- 
orbit  matrix element for  the second step  of this sequence is 
the same as that calculated by Nussbaumer for  the  intermediate 
step ls2p '  4P3/2 -+ l s2p '  2P3,2.  The intercombination line 
oscillator strength  of this system, as compared to  the  207 8 
system, then scales as the square of the energy denominators 

1 ~ 2 ~ 4 p ~ P 3 / ~  + [ l ~ 2 p ( ~ P ) 4 p -  ~ S ~ P ( ' P ) ~ P ] ~ P ~ / ~ .  AS an 
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Storage  Level 

Transition 
Intercombination 

Laser  Transition 

Laser  Wavelength 

Wavelength 
Intercombination 

flaser (emission) 

f Ic  (absorption) 

ugain (cm2) 

uIc (cm2) 

'rad 

'AI 

(P/A)sat ( a )  

Gain  Coefficient K ( b )  

TABLE VI 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Li 

ls2s2p 4PO 
5/2 

1s2s2p 4P;/2 -+ ls2p2 2P 
3/2 

ls2p2  2P3/2  -+ls22p 2Po 

207.4 8 

2949 2 

0.129 

2.5 x 

2.4 x 10-l~ 

5.1 x lo-'' 

49 PS 

' 'rad 
1.3 x w/cm2 

9.1 x 

Li 

ls2s4p 4PO 
5/2 

ls2s4p 4P;/2 * [lS2P(JP)4P - ls2p(lP)3pJ 2P 
3/2 

[ls2~(~P)4p - ls2p('P)3pl 2P3/2 - ls23p 'Po 
200.3 8 

4671 x 
0.068 

7.4 x 

1.3 x 10-l4 

2.4 x 

83 PS 

' *rad 
1.0 x 109 v/cm2 

6.0 x lo'*' 

(a)(P/A)sat = m/(2rcrIC)  is  the  laser  power  density which  saturates  the  intercombination  line. T is  the  smaller of the  autoionizing  and 

(b)The  gain  coefficient K is  defined so that Gain = KN(cm-j)  (P/A)  (W/cm2) , where N is the  population  densicy of the storage  level. 
radiative  lifetimes. 

l s 2 ~ 2 p ~ P & ~  -463061 
200.3 8 

I ?  
43487 L ~ + ( I S ~ I ) ' S  

30926 IS23P 2PO 

o-ls22s2s,/2 

Fig. 2. Energy level diagram for a 200.3 A system  in Li. 

(6967/401)2 and as the square  of the spin-orbit matrix ele- 
ment.  The  mixed final level and the  fact  that  only  one  electron 
participates reduce  the  square of the spin-orbit matrix  element 
by  a  factor of 7.9. Including the multiplet  factor  of 0.5 this 
yields an intercombination oscillator strength  of f=7.4 X 

This estimate neglects spin-other-orbit and spin-spin 
contributions. 

The  remainder of  the calculation proceeds as before.  The 
natural and  Doppler  components  of the 200.3 A transition are 
0.064 and 4.4 cm-' , respectively. The  intercombination  tran- 

TABLE VI1 
OTHER ALKALI SYSTEMS 

Transition I Transfer 1 Laser I Wavelength Wavelength 

I I I I 

I I I I 

sition at 4671 has  a  Doppler  width of 0.19 cm-' . The results 
are given in column I11 of Table  VI. 

OTHER ALKALI ATOMS 
Table VI1 shows possible systems  in Rb and Na. Level posi- 

tions and identifications for Na and  Rb were obtained  from 
Weiss [19] and Mansfield [20], respectively.  These systems 
are duals  of the K system. In  both cases the storage level is the 
lowest level in  the  quartet  manifold. We have not calculated 
any of the  other parameters. 

SUMMARY 
The  increased  breakdown  of LS coupling as we proceed  from 

Li to  K has had  two effects. 1) Due t o  the large mixing of the 
quartet  and  doublet series, the oscillator strength  and  absorp- 
tion cross section of the  intercombination line  have been signifi- 
cantly increased, thereby  reducing the necessary power  density 
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of the  transfer laser. 2 )  As a result of level mixing, the lifetime 
of the upper laser  level in K is determined by  autoionization, 
instead of by spontaneous emission. Although this autoioniza- 
tion  time is not known, we believe that we have established a 
reasonable lower bound. 

A second potential laser system has been identified in Li. 
Here, a greater breakdown  in LS coupling is achieved by select- 
ing storage and target levels which are coupled by a near reso- 
nant  intermediate level. 

The results of  the calculations on  the  two new systems, as 
well  as  revised calculations on the original 207 a system in Li, 
are summarized in Table VI. 

Possible laser systems are suggested in Na and Rb,  and are 
summarized in Table VII. 
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